From May 25th to October 28th the living lab The Green Superblock in Tbilisi will be opened in Block VI Vazha-Pshavela. The living lab is a format of experimental dialogue between scientists and residents in order to develop ideas for the future development of the neighborhood, putting the green and open spaces into focus. How to create better urban environment that offers spaces to meet, to be active and relax? Based with an interim office in the neighborhood the lab will organize several events in order to exchange problems and demands and discuss possibilities and create ideas for a sustainable, green transformation of the neighborhood.

Where: Vazha-Pshavela Avenue, 6th quarter, adjacent to buildings #5b and #20

When: May 25th – October 26th 2024

Open: Wednesdays 5 p.m. – 8 p.m.
Saturdays 11 a.m. – 2 p.m.

www.greensuperblock.com